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Sit on the floor with your knees and hips bent to 90 degrees with your feet

flat on the floor (raised legs will make it harder).

Lean back so your torso is at a 45-degree angle and use your abs to twist

your torso as far as you can in one direction before reversing the motion

and returning to the other side.
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 Standing with feet shoulder width apart and perform a toe touch

allowing the knees to bend so you can reach the floor with the hands. 

 Walk your hands out to a stable plank position.

 Maintain a stable plank position, (optional push up), hinge at the hips

and walk the hands back toward the feet and return to standing

position.
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Start standing tall and bring one heel off the floor towards your gluten

(butt), the opposite hand comes up towards you shoulder like running

arms.

Keep your shoulders back, your abs tight, to open up your chest and to

land slowly on the balls of your feet.

Then switch to the other side.
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MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS X 20 
Get into a plank position, your hands should be about shoulder-width

apart, back flat, abs engaged, and head in alignment.

Pull your right knee into your left chest as far as you can.Then switch,

pulling that knee out and bringing the other knee in. Keeping your hips

down, run your knees in and out as far and as fast as you can. 

1.

2.

RUSSIAN TWIST X 20

WALKOUT PUSH UP X 10

Without the Trails
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BUTT KICKS X 20 SECONDS
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LUNGES X 10 EACH SIDE
 Stand tall with feet hip-width apart. Engage your core. 

Take a big step forward with left leg - heel hits floor first.

Lower your body until  left thigh is parallel to the floor and left shin is vertical. It’s

OK if knee shifts forward a little as long as it doesn’t go past left toe. 

Press into left heel to drive back up to starting position. 

Repeat on the other side.
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complete 3-5 Sets

Workout 2
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